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INTRODUCTION

AFTER MANY YEARS OF FAILED STARTS, proposed information privacy legislation has begun moving forward in both houses of Congress. The docket in the recently ended 116th Congress was crowded, with a number of different proposals jostling for attention and no agreement on which deserved to be the front runner. Even so, as the 117th Congress begins, there is growing inside-the-Beltway consensus on the list of features that a successful bill will need to include. This paper critically assesses those zones of emerging consensus.

Many of the shared features of proposed privacy legislation embody fundamentally backward-looking approaches that cannot hope to constrain the activities they attempt to address. To varying extents but across the board, the current crop of proposals reflects what behavioral psychologist Abraham Maslow identified as the tendency to conform tasks to preexisting tools rather than vice versa. Encapsulated in the saying that “if all you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail,” Maslow’s insight is not really about hammers or nails but rather about the way human beings conceptualize approaches to new problems, and it contains an important lesson for would-be privacy reformers. The rote, brute-force application of laws
designed around the governance challenges of a prior era will not resolve the governance dilemmas created by today’s surveillance-based business models. But all is not lost; the key lies in recognizing that governance too can be a site of innovation.

Part I discusses the zone of emerging consensus surrounding the definition and assertion of individual information privacy rights. Current approaches to crafting privacy legislation are heavily influenced by the antiquated private law ideal of bottom-up governance via assertion of individual rights, and that approach, in turn, systematically undermines prospects for effective governance of networked processes that operate at scale. Part II turns to the question of public governance. Many of the proposed bills designate public governance structures, but they also import antiquated public law mechanisms that operate without due regard for the topography of networked, data-driven processes. Effective privacy governance requires a model organized around problems of design, networked flow, and scale. I identify some essential components of such a model and a few more specific strategies for lawmakers and regulators to consider. Part III evaluates proposals for enforcement of newly recognized rights and obligations. Here there is less unanimity—some propose to create private rights of action while others would authorize only public enforcement litigation—but all parties seem to agree on the menu of choices, and none of those choices promises efficacy. The debate about private versus public enforcement litigation has been an unproductive distraction from the task of crafting more effective public enforcement mechanisms, of which I identify three.

**RIGHTS-BASED GOVERNANCE: LEGISLATING IN THE SHADOW OF THE CATHEDRAL**

Both existing information privacy laws and the recent crop of legislative proposals are pervasively informed by a governance paradigm that is deeply embedded in the U.S. legal tradition and that relies on individual assertion of rights to achieve social goals. To be clear, none of the bills recently before Congress purports, in so many words, to recognize *property* rights in personal data. Even so, almost all adopt a
basic structure that is indebted to property thinking. Within that structure, individual control rights function as the primary mechanism for governing the collection and processing of personal data, with no or only residual provision for ongoing governance at the collective level. Atomistic, post hoc assertions of individual control rights, however, cannot meaningfully discipline networked processes that operate at scale. Nor can they reshape earlier decisions about the design of algorithms and user interfaces.

Most of the bills introduced in the 116th Congress begin by assigning sets of control rights to consumers. Consumers may then consent to collection and processing, effectively waiving their purported control rights. Some proposals would require consumers to opt in to data collection and processing, as in the case of the Online Privacy Act of 2019, sponsored by Rep. Anna Eshoo (D-CA), and the Privacy Bill of Rights Act, sponsored by Sen. Edward Markey (D-MA).1 One such bill, Sen. Maria Cantwell’s (D-WA) Consumer Online Privacy Rights Act, additionally defines more general duties that covered information processing entities owe to consumers and permits consumers to sue when they believe those duties have been violated.2 Others would require consumers to opt out of data collection and processing, as in the case of the Mind Your Own Business Act of 2019, sponsored by Sen. Ron Wyden (D-OR), and the Balancing the Rights of Web Surfers Equally and Responsibly Act of 2019, sponsored by Sen. Marsha Blackburn (R-TN).3

The precise mechanisms for opting in or out vary—some bills specify detailed mechanisms while others would require agency rulemaking—but everyone seems to agree that such mechanisms are important. The two laws repeatedly held up as models for a new wave of stricter privacy protection at the state level, the Illinois Biometric Information Privacy Act (BIPA) and the California Consumer Protection Act (CCPA), also adopt a control-rights-plus-opt-in-or-out approach, with BIPA adopting opt-in requirements for biometric data and CCPA establishing an opt-out mechanism for personal data more generally.4

The continuing optimism about consent-based approaches to privacy governance is mystifying, because the deficiencies of such approaches are well known and relatively intractable. Many of the bills do attempt to impose new procedural requirements, and some, such as Sen. Wyden’s Mind Your Own Business Act and the Do Not Track Act of 2019, sponsored by Sen.
Josh Hawley (R-MO), would empower regulators to create a system that records consumers’ expressed preferences. For reasons ably explained by many talented privacy scholars and advocates, however, such provisions are unlikely to result in real control in any meaningful sense. In brief: The issues that users must navigate to understand the significance of consent are too complex and the conditions surrounding consent too easy to manipulate.

Most formulations of user control rights don’t clearly include information derived from user behavior, thereby opening the way for gamesmanship by tech firms around the synthetic data that lie at the core of advertising-based business models. Additionally, it’s not clear what the right to revoke consent means in the context of machine-learning-based models trained on a large corpus that includes the to-be-withdrawn data.

The problem I want to highlight here concerns the aggregate efficacy of such consent mechanisms: Organizing a regulatory regime around individual control rights imports a governance structure that is atomistic and post hoc. Individual users asserting preferences over predefined options on modular dashboards have neither the authority nor the ability to alter the invisible, predesigned webs of technical and economic arrangements under which their data travels among multiple parties. Nor can they prevent participants in those webs from drawing inferences about them—even when the inferences substitute for the very same data that they have opted out of having collected.

The assumption that bottom-up governance driven by self-interested rights assertion will actually work derives from long-held, nearly automatic ways of thinking about property rights as mechanisms for collective ordering. The property tradition holds that property rights internalize governance incentives and minimize governance costs by situating authority over resource access and use where it can be exercised most wisely and effectively. Contemporary property thinkers do recognize that such an approach can undervalue certain types of collective harms. Even so, they argue that because collective governance is costly, property rights should be the default arrangement in most situations, and if rights to access and use a resource need to be transferred or aggregated, property owners can negotiate the arrangement that they all prefer. Within this way of thinking about the relationship between individual control and governance, externally
imposed regulatory requirements are the exception—and this is a feature, not a bug. By analogy, one might think that individual control rights (and presumed self-regulatory incentives flowing from assertion of those rights) offer the most effective and appropriate way of channeling data collection and processing activities to achieve other regulatory goals. And, to be fair, reliance on disaggregated, bottom-up governance flowing from assertion of individual control rights makes some sense in one-on-one negotiations over such matters as the conditions of access to real property or consent to medical treatment. But such reliance has also failed repeatedly and spectacularly as a mechanism for ensuring effective governance of collective interests in land use and in medical research ethics. It makes no sense whatsoever where networked, large-scale processes are involved.

It’s worth noting, moreover, that property thinking extends beyond the rights that the proposed privacy bills purport to define, shaping important underlying exceptions in ways that frustrate the accountability the bills profess to guarantee. In many legal systems—most notably, those in European Union member states—disclosure of personal information for law enforcement or national security purposes doesn’t eliminate the need to comply with data protection obligations, although it does change their form and content. Under the U.S. approach, law enforcement and national security exceptions tend to move the activity beyond the reach of data protection obligations altogether. So, for example, in Fourth Amendment jurisprudence, courts generally understand themselves to be navigating a universe of control rights that is divided into two parts. Data acquisition may be subject to heightened procedural requirements, but once data has been lawfully acquired, it passes into government control. Statutes governing information collection beyond the Fourth Amendment’s reach tend to follow the same pattern, saying little about what happens to data once it has been properly acquired. National security legislation has become a partial exception to this rule, incorporating concepts like minimization that are familiar to data protection lawyers. Yet the veil of secrecy surrounding national security data practices also frustrates the capacity for collective governance and precludes the post hoc forms of accountability to individual citizens that, for example, European human rights courts have required. None of the privacy bills proposed in the 116th Congress addresses accountability for government data practices. (None,
therefore, would cure the defects identified by the European Court of Justice in invalidating the EU-U.S. Privacy Shield agreement, which was intended to enable transfer of European citizens’ data to the U.S. for processing in the context of commercial activities.\textsuperscript{17}

Some argue that user-governed data cooperatives might enable scaling consent for the era of data-driven, networked processes in a way that enables users to retake control of privacy dashboards and command adherence to their preferred sets of terms.\textsuperscript{18} There are no extant examples of such arrangements, however, and confident predictions of their eventual emergence seem ill-informed for two reasons. First, to the extent that such arguments rely on theoretical work by economists on collective mechanisms for governing common resources, they tend to ignore important qualifications that affect the ability of common-governance arrangements to scale. Such arrangements are most effective in smaller, more homogeneous communities attempting to govern resources whose boundaries can be demarcated relatively clearly; they become less effective as the communities grow in size and heterogeneity and as the boundaries of the resource pool become less easy to control.\textsuperscript{19} Second, power differentials within communities also shape the scaling-up process. So, for example, open-source licensing scaled relatively well during the two or so decades when the community of internet developers consisted primarily of hobbyists and research scientists, and much less well after conflicts with the interests of large, for-profit technology firms began to mature, and the Creative Commons licensing system never scaled to encompass the activities of large, for-profit content interests at all.\textsuperscript{20}

To be clear, consent provisions do invite some kinds of collective entrepreneurship around governance of personal information flows; it just isn’t the sort of entrepreneurship likely to produce greater control or greater privacy for individuals. Instead, reliance on consent as the principal governance mechanism for personal data has invited forms of entrepreneurship that follow the “contracting into liability rules” model used by collective rights organizations for managing intellectual property rights.\textsuperscript{21} That model is well-suited for scaling up licensing processes over large numbers of low-value transactions. It produces a type of governance arrangement designed to operate at scale, but it does so—necessarily—by standardizing the options presented to users in ways that interpose additional barriers to meaningful
consent on a more granular level. So, for example, because European data protection laws require affirmative consent from individuals for many kinds of processing, smaller entities unable to internalize the resulting compliance costs have begun affiliating to offer “automated consent management panels” through which users can signal their choices to all of the member entities. Within such arrangements, consent becomes a fig leaf deployed to achieve compliance with a regime that requires symbols of atomistic accountability. Users remain unable to demand or specify changes in the basic conditions of information processing or the design of networked services. Should the U.S. adopt consent requirements similar to those that now obtain in Europe, one imagines that industry adoption of automated consent management panels would quickly follow.

In short, both faith in the efficacy of disaggregated governance and hopes for the possibility of collective governance are best understood as reflecting backward-looking, conceptually entrenched commitments to private ordering rather than anything resembling evidence-based reasoning. Both arguments for bottom-up governance flowing from assertion of individual rights and arguments for commons-based cooperative governance of personal data collection and processing overlook the structural and temporal effects of design operating at scale. Effective governance of such activities requires public oversight—and, as we are about to see, it also requires new thinking about how to structure and conduct such oversight.

**COVERAGE AND OVERSIGHT: MASLOW’S HAMMER STRIKES AGAIN ... AND AGAIN AND AGAIN**

Assuming legislation drafted to prioritize effective governance rather than atomized, post hoc assertions of control rights, how should privacy governance work? To varying extents but across the board, the bills introduced in the 116th Congress exemplify Maslow’s hammer in action. All lean heavily on the set of existing public governance tools in ways that drastically reduce the likelihood of effective intervention.
An initial choice concerns where to situate oversight authority. Most recent proposals would vest authority in the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) or, for proposals aimed at voter privacy, the Federal Election Commission (FEC). The choice of regulator is enormously consequential because it tends to bake in preexisting jurisdictional limitations that weren’t designed with the networked information economy in mind. So, for example, the FTC lacks jurisdiction over common carrier functions of information businesses, which in turn means that any grant to the FTC effectively gives the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), which does have that jurisdiction, some power to limit the extent of the FTC’s authority. Only some of the proposed bills would expressly transfer authority to oversee the personal data practices of common carriers to the FTC.\(^{23}\) The FTC also has more limited rulemaking and enforcement powers than other independent agencies, for reasons that have always been political and that reflect ingrained reluctance to give consumer protection regulators authority to meddle with market activity, and it has very limited resources. Proposed bills that designate the FTC as privacy regulator without removing the preexisting limits should be understood as subscribing to those choices, whether or not their sponsors acknowledge it.\(^ {24}\) For its part, the FEC has authority only over “electioneering communications” and only in certain ways. Even if the relevant definitions were amended to treat digital advertising the same way as broadcast advertising, the most potent and toxic flows of data-driven, networked misinformation and disinformation would not qualify as electioneering communications.\(^ {25}\) Sponsors of bills confidently promising to counter election manipulation by bringing greater transparency to digital electioneering typically do not seem to understand this.

Even proposals to create wholly new privacy agencies, however, aren’t immune to the temptations posed by Maslow’s hammer. Consider two different, increasingly popular ways of framing delegations of regulatory authority:

The first approach appropriates and repurposes trust-based concepts first developed in fiduciary and corporate law. It exists in two principal strands, one arguing for articulation of duties of confidentiality, care, and loyalty that mirror fiduciary duties, and the other arguing more generally for obligations of trustworthiness.\(^ {26}\) Both arguments rest to varying extents on
analogies to other sorts of arrangements that have been thought to trigger fiduciary obligations. Because the practices that generate personal data for processing and targeted advertising are relational—users enter into long-term arrangements with many different providers of platform-based services—the idea of relationships extending throughout time and across different contexts might (in theory) support imposing obligations based on the idea that such relationships create heightened duties. One important critique of this approach points out that the concept of heightened duties has tended to scale poorly in the corporate context, where managerial self-interest and perceived short-term obligations to shareholders tend to prevent internalization of more public-regarding sensibilities.27 One might, of course, seek to constrain self-interest and short-termism by specifying duties of care and loyalty clearly and precisely.28

But the problem of how to foster trust in networked digital economies is even more complicated than debates about the relevance of fiduciary analogies within corporate settings tend to assume. The mere fact of an ongoing service relationship signifies relatively little in an era when relationships have been redefined as mass-market products and are mediated by standardized interfaces designed for large-scale, networked interconnection.29 In the era of relationship-as-mass-market-product, it is worth remembering that our legal and regulatory traditions surrounding product safety have evolved in ways that are different and more exacting. One might of course describe the web of obligations and standards that exists in the realm of product design using the language of trust; so, for example, when I sit in the desk chair in my office, I trust that it won’t collapse. Yet I suspect most modern lawyers would understand that formulation as too general to be helpful. When accidents inevitably occur, it is far more useful to be able to speak concretely about such matters as material tolerances and manufacturing specifications—and to be able to invoke corresponding tort and regulatory frameworks—than it is to talk in airy generalities about the nature of my relationship to the chair manufacturer.

This point about the necessary relationship between design and regulatory oversight extends beyond the manufacture of consumer goods to a vast range of complex, information-intensive products and services that are, in fact, comprehensively regulated. We might posit that pharmaceutical companies should have duties of care, loyalty, and scientific integrity toward
those who ingest their drugs; that insurance companies should have duties of care, loyalty, and actuarial integrity toward their policyholders; and that banks should have duties of care, loyalty, and solvency toward their depositors. But traditions of public governance of all three groups of actors are sufficiently robust that most would understand such formulations as adding very little to debates about how those relationships-as-products ought to be governed.

A second approach to framing delegations of regulatory authority involves using ideas of market domination derived from antitrust law to structure oversight regimes. So, for example, some of the proposed bills include special disclosure and reporting mandates that would apply only to covered information businesses of a certain size. Conceptually, such proposals map to—but also represent a partial retreat from—arguments for mandating breakups and reorganizations of the very largest tech giants. (Breakups and other antitrust interventions may also be on the table in the 117th Congress.) But antitrust-based approaches do not align well with surveillance abuses. Antitrust law has long grappled with the question of how to reconcile intangible intellectual property rights with competition mandates; addressing market domination within networked information ecosystems requires confronting similar questions about the appropriate extent of control over networked data flows structured by technical and legal protocols.

In order for proposals targeting dominant actors to produce meaningful restructuring of surveillance-based business models, they would need to disrupt not only corporate ownership and control structures but also licensed flows of data. In particular, the software developer kits supplied to app developers by dominant platform providers embed data collection and transmission protocols in ways that developers themselves often do not understand. Privacy legislation designed to disrupt dominance must speak clearly to the ways that data flows are designed, embedded, layered, concealed, and propagated via networks of relationships that include multiple actors. And antitrust interventions designed to extend data flows outside the licensing ecosystems of dominant entities will only make privacy problems worse if they are not paired with other, privacy-focused interventions.

More generally, the dysfunctions of the networked information economy reflect underlying problems of networked flow and scale that are distinct from existing patterns of market domination. Regulation of information-economy...
phenomena confronts what Paul Ohm has characterized as an “order of magnitude problem”: networked flows of information produce effects that manifest at scale. Market domination plays an important role in that process, and the self-serving actions of dominant legal actors can exacerbate order of magnitude harms, but networked phenomena generate scalar effects even when a dominant legal entity is not present. Marginal actors in networked information ecosystems have become adept at leveraging both the services of dominant platforms and the underlying attributes of information networks that connect human populations. New and established media companies, disinformation farms, and extremist brokers of hate and ethnic supremacy all employ strategies for collecting, processing, and exploiting personal data, and those strategies rely on accumulated learning about how to optimize content for networked, social circulation across multiple platforms and applications. To be effective at all, regimes for privacy governance need to target order of magnitude problems in ways that enable oversight and enforcement to scale up and out commensurately.

For some European observers, the cardinal sin of U.S. legislative proposals for privacy governance is their failure to implement a third approach: a suite of European-style data protection obligations that would apply to all entities regardless of their size or market position and that would map to data stewardship issues more straightforwardly and comprehensively than fiduciary principles do. In particular, data protection incorporates duties of minimization and purpose limitation that, some argue, would make a difference in the ways information-centric business models operate. Policymakers in the U.S. have largely acquiesced in the narrative advanced by tech firms and their advocates that innovation requires broad leeway to repurpose collected data and so, unsurprisingly, most of the bills recently before Congress don’t take the idea of purpose limitation seriously.

A more fundamental problem with the data protection approach is that, to the extent that it relies on prudential obligations rather than on more concrete specifications for structural limits on data collection and use, it invites death by a thousand cuts. Data protection law was originally conceived as a suite of requirements for enabling information collection and transfer with appropriate safeguards for data subjects. And data protection in practice can reduce to an exercise in managerial box-checking. The European General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) imposes a substantive duty of data protection by design and default, but it does not specify the sorts of design practices that such a duty might require. There is a hole at the center where substantive standards ought to be—and precisely for that reason, data protection regulators often rely on alleged disclosure violations as vehicles for their enforcement actions, reflexively reaching back for atomistic governance via user control rights as the path of least resistance.\textsuperscript{39}

In short, while problems of trust and market domination each undeniably contribute to the dysfunctions that surveillance-based business models create, responding adequately to those dysfunctions requires moving beyond reactive conceptions of data protection toward a governance model organized around problems of design, networked flow, and scale, and framed in terms of concrete requirements that must be satisfied by firms collecting, processing, and exchanging personal information.

How, though, are regulators to develop and exercise the sort of authority that I have just described? Here Maslow’s hammer makes a third appearance. Legislators framing delegations of regulatory authority tend to assume—in the face of mounting evidence to the contrary—that regulators will be able to pursue the goals they have defined using a preexisting tool set consisting largely of century-old techniques for economic regulation.

In legislative drafting, questions about regulatory tool sets tend to be afterthoughts. Legislators and their staff seem to understand the universe of available tools as a fixed and relatively static category. So, if one wants to gain regulatory traction on a new problem—or, conversely, if one wants to appear reformist while moving the needle only very slightly—one confers authority to make rules and bring enforcement actions, and then one waits to reap the predicted beneficial results. Many of the proposed bills follow this well-worn formula, ignoring that it has already broken down. Even informal rulemaking has proved wholly unsuited to the task of constraining networked, highly informationalized processes because both the processes and available learning about how to govern them evolve so quickly.\textsuperscript{40} For its part, enforcement practice has largely devolved into standard-form consent decree practice, creating processes of legal endogeneity that simultaneously internalize and dilute substantive mandates.\textsuperscript{41} Other parts of the regulatory landscape do offer more diverse suites of oversight tools—in particular,
contemporary approaches to financial regulation, which have themselves undergone rapid change over the last quarter century, suggest a variety of strategies that privacy regulators might appropriate and repurpose—but the need to operate within preexisting regulatory silos prevents beneficial experimentation with such tools.

Empowering a regulator to conduct effective privacy governance requires three kinds of disruption to business as usual so that regulatory innovation can proceed. First and most basically, effective privacy governance requires a suite of modern oversight authorities and staff with the ability to develop and execute them. Tools for privacy regulators might include design requirements borrowed in concept from consumer finance regulation; operating requirements for auditing, benchmarking, and stress testing borrowed in concept from bank regulation; monitoring requirements borrowed in concept from a range of regulatory fields; and more. Equally important, it might include other types of tools developed in consultation with experts on matters ranging from dark patterns to algorithmic bias to network threat modeling.

Second, implementing the new tools requires disruptions to entrenched patterns of privatized oversight that too often stand in for true public-private cooperation in regulatory matters. Across a wide and growing number of economic sectors, regulatory authorities have become more heavily reliant on third-party auditors, technology vendors, and other professional intermediaries to evaluate regulatory compliance. As Margot Kaminski explains, the emerging system of “binary governance” of privacy reflects the same trends; as Ari Waldman shows, the result is a system of increasingly widespread but increasingly performative compliance. Although third-party intermediaries may have valuable roles to play in scaling up governance mechanisms, regulatory design for the networked information era must also include mechanisms for rendering such intermediaries accountable to public regulatory authorities. Put another way, there is a difference between delegating authority to entities that are also self-interested actors and deputizing those actors to conduct oversight activities on the public’s behalf.

Finally, a regime of privacy governance needs to impose public transparency obligations on both the actors in networked information ecosystems and the regulators who oversee their operations. To do so effectively, legislation and implementing regulation need to specify those obligations in ways that
anticipate the continuing gravitational pull of property thinking. A principal transparency tool used today, the Federal Freedom of Information Act, is riddled with exemptions that reinforce the de facto property logics that Part I described. Some shield national security and law enforcement operations from scrutiny, reinforcing the proposition that transfers of information into those domains effect a surrender of control. Others protect claimed trade secrets and more generally “confidential information” embodied in information-processing tools supplied by private contractors, reinforcing de facto rights to exclude that are understood to operate even against government users. Emerging conventions for “binary governance” of personal data processing often repeat these errors, stopping short of requiring public-facing transparency about information-handling practices. Honoring the public’s right to know requires a less deferential approach to the secrecy claims that have become endemic in the networked information era.

Only two of the bills introduced in the 116th Congress—Rep. Eshoo’s (D-CA) Online Privacy Act and the Data Protection Act sponsored by Sen. Kirsten Gillibrand (D-NY)—come anywhere near this approach to privacy governance, and both also have fatal flaws. The Eshoo bill would create an independent digital privacy agency and give it robust enforcement powers, but would orient the agency’s rulemaking powers largely toward violations of a dramatically expanded array of individual control rights. The Gillibrand bill would create an independent data protection agency to oversee a range of “high-risk data practices,” including both profiling and processing of biometric data and other sensitive data, but would limit the agency’s rulemaking and enforcement powers by imposing conditions similar to those that currently constrain the FTC. One bill that remained on the drawing board during the 116th Congress—Sen. Sherrod Brown’s (D-OH) Data Accountability and Transparency Act—begins to reenvision public governance of personal data processing more thoroughly. It forbids certain operations using personal data, prohibits various forms of data-driven discrimination, and proposes an independent data protection agency with authority to enforce the prohibitions and to supervise the testing of automated decision systems. Brown’s DATA Act also retains a suite of control rights and includes language curtailing federal enforcement authority that is modeled on the FTC Act. Its more innovative provisions, however, could form the kernel of a viable privacy governance regime for the networked information era. They merit genuine and sustained consideration.
A third important area of emerging consensus about the structure of privacy legislation involves enforcement mechanisms. Notwithstanding deep disagreement about whether to authorize private rights of action for violations, all parties seem to be working from the same unquestioned assumptions about what the universe of enforcement mechanisms includes. According to the conventional wisdom, there are two principal strategies available for pursuing information privacy violations: private remedial litigation initiated by affected individuals and public enforcement action initiated by agencies. Proposals to double down on one or both of those strategies tend to overlook the inconvenient truth that ex post, litigation-centered approaches have not proved especially effective at constraining Big Tech’s excesses. They also tend to overlook or downplay other possibilities that might prove more effective because they are better tailored to the scaled-up risks and harms that networked information flows create.

To be clear, both private remedial litigation and agency enforcement proceedings can serve important expressive and normative functions. Public enforcement proceedings against those who flagrantly violate public mandates reassert the importance of the values those mandates express. In theory at least, affording adequate scope for such proceedings can demonstrate a public commitment to holding powerful, for-profit entities accountable to the citizens whose interests the laws were enacted to protect. Affording individuals the ability to vindicate statutorily conferred rights in private litigation can also demonstrate such a commitment—at minimum, by compelling the defendant to provide an account of its actions. Additionally, depending on how they are structured, enforcement proceedings have the potential to validate important dignitary interests.

At the same time, though, discussions about both the relative and absolute efficacy of litigation-centered enforcement mechanisms reflect magical thinking about litigation’s upsides. In recent decades, sustained assaults on standing to sue and on class-action eligibility and scope have drastically narrowed the feasibility horizon for litigation asserting harm to individual interests. Efforts to recognize new information privacy rights eligible for
vindication by private litigants largely pretend this is not the case. Public enforcement litigation, meanwhile, is chronically underfunded, and in recent decades, public agencies have largely acquiesced in the emergence of conventions for structuring consent decrees that delegate most oversight to private auditors and in-house compliance officers.\footnote{54}

Returning to the themes developed in Part I, the surprisingly unanimous faith in enforcement litigation—private or public—as a remedial lever reflects the cathedral’s lingering shadow, in two complementary ways. First, because enforcement litigation is predominantly atomistic in its identification and valuation of harms, it cannot effectively discipline networked phenomena that produce widely distributed, collective harms manifesting at scale. The mismatch is most obvious for private remedial litigation, which takes individual injury as the proper frame of reference even when claims are aggregated using class-action devices or processed together using newer multidistrict litigation mechanisms.\footnote{55} Public enforcement, however, is scarcely better. Agency enforcement staff operating under significant resource constraints consider their targets carefully and select them for maximum impact, but an approach that singles out selected bad actors tends to validate the mainstream of current conduct rather than meaningfully shifting its center of gravity. To the extent that the prevailing approach identifies smaller actors outside the mainstream as enforcement targets, moreover, those actors simply have insufficient authority to catalyze upstream redesign of the networked processes, protocols, and interfaces within which they operate.

Second, enforcement litigation tends to express the same bottom-up approach to governance of resources that characterizes property thinking generally, and so it has little to say about how violations ought to be remedied. Recall that according to property thinking, forcing cost internalization incentivizes property owners to do the right thing while leaving them appropriate discretion as to which inward-facing governance mechanisms to implement. As a practical matter, though, such efforts do not reliably produce lasting behavioral change unless they are paired with more specific mandates. To the contrary, and especially when the challenged behavior is both highly profitable and relatively opaque to outside observers, it empowers violators to treat the costs of occasional enforcement actions as operating expenses. Taken cumulatively, the results of the FTC’s privacy enforcement
proceedings—including even the widely publicized contempt order against Facebook following the Cambridge Analytica disclosures—are consistent with that pattern. Over the past two decades, tech industry reliance on surveillance-based business models has only grown more entrenched.\(^{56}\)

The balance of this section briefly describes three mechanisms that might enable enforcement interventions to attain more lasting and far-reaching impact. There may be others; the point is not to develop an exclusive list but rather to challenge entrenched habits of thinking and encourage experimentation with strategies designed to target the design of networked processes, protocols, and interfaces and to scale up commensurately with the conduct at issue. Each of the suggestions described below has appeared in at least one proposed privacy bill, where it prompted inside-the-Beltway reactions ranging from derision to embarrassed silence. Not coincidentally, such proposals—paired with a more active approach to privacy governance along the lines described in Part II—likely represent the only realistic prospects for moving the needle on enforcement.

An essential strategy for scaling enforcement authority involves leveraging gatekeeper power to demand and guarantee adherence to the design, operational, and monitoring requirements that public oversight processes have defined. For information businesses that qualify as online service providers, that would entail near-complete reversal of prevailing thinking about the appropriate extent of responsibility for the acts of third parties. As Rory Van Loo demonstrates, however, from a regulatory perspective, that approach is an anomaly; in many other industries, deputizing intermediaries to enforce appropriate standards of corporate behavior is vital and accepted.\(^{57}\) By analogy, it is entirely rational to suggest deputizing online intermediaries to discipline smaller actors operating within information ecosystems that they have created and that generate enormous profits. Moreover, the presence of intermediary-based regimes in other fields gives the lie to the well-rehearsed contention that such regimes necessarily collapse into “censorship.” We have already seen some examples of how such a system might work. For example, it might prescribe standards for the data collection and exchange functions built into software developer kits, and it might set outer limits on optimization for networked, social spread of content via recommendation feeds.
To be fully effective, scaled-up enforcement authority must be paired with strategies for scaling up sanctions against violators. The difficulties associated with crafting such strategies are well known and extend far beyond privacy. The very largest technology companies, however, have shown by their repeated, passive-aggressive flouting of enforcement decrees both in the U.S. and elsewhere that they may be uniquely immune to the incentives thought to be afforded by monetary fines on a conventional scale. The contempt sanctions levied against Facebook following the Cambridge Analytica disclosures are a case in point—the $5 billion fine, although by far the largest the FTC had ever imposed, represented only a month’s worth of earnings for the tech giant.\(^5^8\) As Paul Ohm has proposed, violations that produce order of magnitude effects require a commensurate response.\(^5^9\)

One often overlooked element of the public enforcement tool kit, with the potential to scale in a way rarely matched by ordinary civil fines, is disgorgement of the profits accruing from unlawful activity. The Supreme Court recently confirmed that federal courts have inherent equitable authority to order disgorgement even absent more specific authority.\(^6^0\) And several existing agencies, including both the FTC and the Securities and Exchange Commission, have disgorgement authority in certain kinds of cases.\(^6^1\) Only two of the privacy bills proposed in the 116th Congress prescribe a disgorgement remedy.\(^6^2\) Current approaches to conceptualizing disgorgement, however, too often return reflexively to the atomistic and transactional approach to governance described in Part I. Activating either the inherent judicial disgorgement authority or existing agency disgorgement authority tends to require a standard of traceable economic injury that many complaints alleging information privacy harms cannot meet. To be most effective in the privacy context, disgorgement authority should be tied to violation of publicly defined design, operational, and monitoring requirements. Privacy legislation should clearly prescribe disgorgement as a remedy for such violations, and it should empower regulators to define—and justify to the public—mechanisms for attributing profits to lawbreaking and for calibrating recovery based on order of magnitude effects.\(^6^3\) Last and importantly, rather than dissipating the benefits of disgorgement awards by distributing a few dollars to each affected consumer, it should specify that at least part of the amount recovered will be used to fund public oversight operations.
Another underused element of the public enforcement tool kit is personal liability for senior executives and board members who thwart or undermine effective public privacy governance. As one option, privacy legislation might empower public authorities to pursue criminal sanctions against individual executives who deliberately violate applicable rules designed to preserve the integrity of important collective processes. As a practical matter, though, establishing the intent required for criminal culpability can be difficult within corporate contexts—in no small part because the same processes of legal endogeneity that undermine real reform also work to negate criminal intent when violations arise. A more promising approach to personal liability would borrow and adapt veil-piercing mechanisms from the corporate enforcement tool kit. Particularly where corporate privacy violators have adopted dual-tier ownership structures to preserve disproportionate voting power for founding “innovators” and venture capitalists—as is the case with most of the tech companies that are now household names—it makes doubly good sense to adopt penalties that target personal wealth accruing from participation in surveillance abuses, even when knowledge or intent regarding specific violations cannot be proved.

CONCLUSION: LESSONS FOR LEGISLATORS

Policymakers prize consensus, but at times of great economic and technological transformation, consensus can be a double-edged sword. The emerging inside-the-Beltway consensus on the shape of information privacy legislation is a case in point; it purports to map the road forward but promises only to excuse business as usual and further entrench systemic surveillance abuses. Drafting effective privacy legislation requires a starkly different approach. At this critical juncture in governance of networked information processes, it is urgently important to avoid the temptation to take the easy road. Governance institutions and techniques also can—and should—be sites of innovation. I have sketched an approach to designing public governance institutions capable of constraining networked processes that operate at scale, and have identified additional resources that interested legislators can consult. The 117th Congress has an opportunity to begin that process in earnest.
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